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KENYON COLLEGE.
—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
VOL. I. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JSTLY 8, 1831. NO. 48.
...GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER....
ARCHIBALD BOWER’S MOTIVES 
For Leaving his Office off Secretary to tie Court
off Inquisition at Macerato, in Italy.
«I never pretended that it was for tho sake of 
religion alone that I left Italy; but on the contra­
ry, have often declared, as all my friends can at­
test, that, had I never belonged to the Inquisition,
I should have gone on, as most Roman Catholics do 
without ever questioning the truth of the religion 
I 'val brought up in, or thinking of any other.
But the unheard of cruelties of that hellish tri­
bunal shocked me beyond my expression, and ren­
dered me as I was obliged, by my office of Coun­
sellor, to be accessary to them, one of the most
unhappy men upon earth. I therefore began to they might as well live as we do, and the) would
think of resigning.my office; but, as I had on fcev- 
eral occasions, betrayed some weakness, as they 
termed it, that is, some compassion and humanity, 
and had upon that account, been reprimanded by 
the Inquisitor, I was well apprized that my re­
signation would be ascribed by him to my dis­
approving the proceedings of the holy tribunal.
And inde'-'1*'' ----- 1.1 Gotviv^asprihMlt,as
a place at that board was a sure way to prett y. . 
and attended with great privileges and a conside­
rable salary. Being therefore, sensible how dan­
gerous a thing it would be to give the least ground 
to any suspicion of that natdre, and no longer able 
to bir the sight of the xiany barbarities practis­
ed almost daily within those walk, nor the re- 
oroaches of mjr conscience, in K'mg accessary to , 
tlv'm I demount'd, after many restless nights, ? 
and mac1 deliberation wit* myself, to withdraw 1' 
t t}1(, came time from the Inquisition and from 
[j-nl?. In this mind, an/*n the most unhappy and 
s-fyfl-enting situation t?at can possibly be imagin­
ed T continued ner a twelvemonth, not able to 
evail upon myseft0 execute the resolution I 
.ad taken, on .accent of the many dangers which 
I forsaw would inevitably attend it, and the dread­
ful consequent of my failing in the attempt. 
But, being ip^ie mean time ordered by the Inquis­
itor to appvhend a person, with whom I lived in 
the grea^st intimacy and friendship, the part I 
iged to act on that occasion, left so deep 
an impression in my mind as soon prevailed over
aj] J,y fears, and made me determine to put in ex- 
ecuJon, at all events, and without further delay,
Rv design I hid formed. Of that remarkable 
transaction, therefore, I shall give here a particu- 
hr account, Ge rather as it will show in a very 
strong light, 4ie nature of the proceeding in that 
horrid cour'-
The pe^0lb whom the Inquisitor appointed me 
to apprehend, was Count. Vincenzo della Torre, 
descend'd from an illustrious family in Germany, 
and p/8sessed of a very considerable estate in the 
terribly of Macerata. He was one of my partic-
u] -/friends, and had lately married the daughter 
o( Signor Constantini, of Permo, a lady no less 
<eunous for her good sense than her beauty. With 
her family, too, I had contracted an intimate ac­
quaintance, while professor of rhetoric in Permo,
and had often attended the Count, during his 
courtship, from Macerato to Permo, but fifteen miles 
distant. I therefore lived with both in the great­
est friendship and intimacy: and the Count was 
the only person that lived with me, after I was 
made Counsellor of the Inquisition, upon the same 
free footing as he had done till that time: myotli- 
er friends being grown shy of me, and giving me 
plainly to understand, that they no longer cared for 
my company.
As this unhappy young gentleman was one day 
walking with another, he met two Capuchin friars; 
and, turning to his companion, when they were 
passed, “ What fools,” said, he “are these, to 
think they shall gain heaven by wearing sackcloths 
and going barefoot! Fools indeed, if they think so, 
or that there is any merit iq tormenting one's self: 
t
get to heaven quite as soon.” Who iiformed 
against him, whether the friars, his companion or 
somebody else, I knew not; for the Incuisitors 
never tell the names of the informers to tie coun­
sellors, nor the names of the witnesses, list they 
should except against them. It is to be observed 
that all who hear any propositions, that appears 
to them repugnant to, or inconsijte ’t wi;h. the
a----- • . ,u. u,.u.church, ai"e bdmd to
reveal it to the Inquisitors, and likewise to tfiscov- 
er the person by whom it was uttered; and, in this 
affair no regard is to be had to any ties, however 
sacred; the brother being bound to accuse the 
brother, the father to accuse the son, the sow the 
father, the wife her husband, and the husband his 
wife; and all bound, on pain of eternal damnation 
and of being deemed and treated as accomplices, 
if they do not denounce in a certain time; and no 
confessor can absolve a person, who had heard any 
thing said, in jest or in earnest, against the belief 
or practice of the church, till that person has in­
formed the Inquisitor of it, and given him all the 
the intelligence he can concerning the person by 
whom it was said.
Whoever it was that informed against my unhap­
py friend, whether the friars, his companion* or 
somebody else who might have overheard him, 
the Inquisitor acquainted the board one night, for, 
to be less observed, they commonly meet, out of 
Rome, in the night, that the above mentioned pro­
positions had been advanced gravely, at the sight 
of two poor Capuchins: that the evidence was un
the rest of the counsellors, and as he passed me, 
“ Thus, he said, “nature is conquered." I had 
betrayed some weakness, or sense of humanity, 
not long before, in fainting away while I attended 
the torture of one who was racked with the utmost 
exceptionable, and that they were therefore met barbarity: and I had on that occasion, been repri- 
to determine the quality of the proposition, and j manded by the Inquisitor for suffering nature to 
proceed against die delinquent agreabie to that get the better of grace; it being an inexcusable 
weakness, as lie observed, to be any way affected 
with the suffering of the body however great, when 
afflicted, as they ever are in the Holy Inquisition, 
for the good of the soul. And it was I presume 
to make trial of the effect this reprimand had up 
on me, that the execution of this cruel order was 
committed to me. I couid by no possible means 
decline it, I summoned all my resolution, after 
passing an hour by myself, I may say in the 
agonies of death, and set out a little after two in 
the morning, for my unhappy friend’s house, attend
determination. There are in each Inquisition, 
twelve counsellers, viz. four Divines, four Canon­
ists, and four Civilians. It is chiefly the province 
of the divines to determine the quality of the 
proposition, viz. Whether it is heretical, or only 
savours of heresy; whether it is blasphemous or inju­
rious to God and his saints, or only erroneous, 
rash, schismatical, or offensive to pious ears.
That part of the proposition, “Fools, if they 
think there is any merit in tormenting one's 
self.” was judged and declared heretical, as only
contradicting the doctrine and practice of holy by a notar y of the Inquisition, and six armed Shirri. 
mother church recommending austerities as high-1 We arrived at the house by different ways, and
ly meitorious. The Inquisitor, on this occasion, said 
that by the proposition, “Fools indeed,” Ac. was 
taxed with folly not only the holy fathers, who 
had all to a man practised great austerities, hut 
Paul himself, who “chastised his body,” that is 
whipped himself as the Inquisitor understood it- 
adding that the practise of whipping one’s self 
so much recommended by all the founders of re­
ligious orders, was borrowed of the great apostle 
of the gentiles.
The proposition being declared heretical, it was 
unanimously agreed by the board, that the person 
who had uttered it, should be apprehended and 
proceeded against agreeably to the laws of the 
Inquisition. And now the person was named; for, 
till it is determined whether the accused person 
should or should not be apprehended, his name is 
kept concealed from the counseller, lest they should 
be biased, says the Director, in his favor or against 
him. For, in many instances, they keep up an- 
appearance of justice and equity, at the same time 
that in truth, they act in direct opposition to the 
known laws of justice and equity N.o words can 
express the concern and astonishment it gave me 
to hear, on such an occasion, the name of a friend 
for whom I had the greatest esteem and regard, 
lhe Inquisitor was apprised of it.- and, to°givft 
me an opportunity of practising w’gttlie had often 
recommended to me, viz. of conquering nature 
with the assistance of grace, he appointed me to 
apprehend the criminal, as he styled him, and to 
lodge him safe, before daylight, in the prison of 
the holy inquisition I offered to excuse myself, but 
with the greatest submission, from being any ways 
concerned in the execution of that order; an or­
der, I said, which I entirely approved of, and only 
wished it might be put into execution by some 
other person; for your lordship knows, I said, the 
connection. But the Inquisitor, shocked at the, 
word “ What said he with a stern, loud and angry 
foue of voice, “talk of connections where the 
faith is concerned. there is your guard, pointing 
to the shirri, or bailiffs, in waiting, let the crimnal 
be secured in St. Luke’s cell, one of the worst, be­
fore three in the morning-’ he then withdrew with
378____________________ __
knocking at the door, a maid servant looked out 
of the window, and, inquiring who knocked, was 
answered the Holy Inquisition, and, at the same 
time, ordered to awake nobody, but to come down 
directly and open the door, on pain of excommu­
nication. At these words, the servant hastened 
down, half naked as she was, and having with 
much ado, in her great fright, at last opened the 
door, she conducted us, as she was ordered, pale 
and trembling to her masters, bed chamber. She 
often looked very earnestly at me, as she knew me 
and showed a great desire of speaking to me; but 
of her I durst take no kind of notice. I entered 
the bed-chamber with the notary, followed by the 
Shirri, when the iady, awaking at the noise, and 
seeing the bed surounded by armed men, scream­
ed out aloud, and continued screaming, as out of 
her senses, till one of the Shirri, provoked at the noise 
gave her a blow on the forehead that made the blood 
run down her face, and she swooned away. I re­
buked the fellow very severely and ordered him 
to be whipped as soon as I returned to the Inqui­
sition.
In the mean time the husband awaking, and 
seeing me with my attendants, cried out in the 
utmost surprise, “Mr. Bower'” He said then 
no more; nor could I for some time, utter a sin­
gle word; and it was with much ado that, in the 
end I mastered my grief so far as to be able to let 
my unfortunate friend know, that he was a prison­
er of the Holy Inquisition. “Of the Holy Inqui­
sition “alas! what have I done? My dear friend, 
be my friend now.” He said many affecting things; 
but as I knew it was not in my power to look him 
in the face, but turning to him, withdrew while 
he dressed to a corner of the room, to give vent 
to my grief there. The notary stood by him while 
he dressed, and as I observed, quite unaffect­
ed. Indeed, to be void of all humanity, to beabie 
to behold one’s fellow creatures groaning and rea­
dy to expire under the most exquisite torments cruel 
ty can invent, without being the least affected with 
their sufferings, is one of the chief qualifications 
of an Inqusitor, and what all, who belong to the 
Inquisition, iqust strive to attain so. It often 
happens, at that infernal tribunal, that while an 
unhappy, and probably an innocent person, is 
crying out in their presence on the rack, and beg­
ging by all that is sacred for one moment's relief, 
tn a manner one would think no human heart could 
withstand, it often happens, I say, the Iuquisitor 
and the rest of that inhuman crew, quite unaffect­
ed with his complaints, and deaf to his groans, to 
his tears and entreaties, are entertaining one anoth­
er with the news of the town; nay, sometimes they 
even insult, with unheard of barbarity, unhappy 
wretches in the height of their torments.
("Tobe Continued.J
HIGH OBLIGATIONS TO MISSIONARY 
EFFORT. '
At the Annual Meeting of the Baptist Missiona­
ry Society of Massachusetts on Wednesday even­
ing, May 25, the Rev. Mr. Stow, of Portsmouth, 
delivered a brief address on the occasion, which 
at our request he has furnished. We hope it will 
have its duo weight, not in creating “a Temporary 
excitement. „ which is the charge against some 
addresses at anniversaries,—but in convincing the 
judgement of the duty of increasing Missionary 
“ffort.— Watchman.
It is a very mistaken notion that the Church has 
nothing to do but to take care of herself. Her 
individual members have been chosen, called, jus­
tified, and sanctified, not merely that they them­
selves may be saved, but especially that they may 
glorify Christ as instrumental in the conversion 
of others. And one important design of the Sa­
viour in requiring his redeemed to unite in a pre­
scribed, ecclesiastical form, obviously is, that they 
may concentrate their scattered energies, and bring 
them to bear, with all possible momentum, in fa­
vor of the great purpose of eternal love ‘the salva­
tion of perishing men.
GAMBIER OBSERVES?,
But, Sir, is the Church aware of the fact, that 
such is her high vocation? Is she half awake to 
the conviction of the nobleness of their duty? 
—O bow pitiful is the entire amount of what she 
is now doing to discharge that pressing claim 
which the blood of Christ, and the deathless souls 
of our race are preferring to her benevolent, and 
self denying, and persevering agency! She does 
not seem to believe—certainly not with a faith 
that is operative—that her duty is measured by 
her ability—nor does she appear to be sensible 
that her ability immensely exceeds the common 
estimate. She has never, since the first century tak­
en an inventory of her goods—and though she 
has been a constant debtor both tothe Greeks, and 
to the Barbarians, both to the wise, and to the un­
wise.’’ yetshehas done very little towards discharg­
ing the demand, and at this late period—this after­
noon of the Universe—she is sadly indifferent to 
her condition and her duties.
The power of the Church has never been test­
ed by experiment. Only a very diminutive pro­
portion has ever been applied at the proper point 
ot action,—and yet, from an instrumentality so 
very limited and partial, we hate been permitted 
to witness magnificent results—for God does not 
guage his beniricence by the restricted measure 
ot human efficiency. Wfcat, then, may w e con­
ceive, would have been the present aspect of our 
globe, had the whole ability of the ‘ sacramental 
host been brought to act upon its spiritual inter­
ests?
The physical or pecuniary ability of the Church 
is generally thought to be exceedingly limited— 
for she includes very few of the opulent of this 
world. But it is abundantly large for ail her pur- 
posess. She has money enough to accomplish 
every thing for which money is requisite in effect ■ I 
ing theconversion of the world. The Baptists in ' 
the Un ted states, deep as is their poverty, could i 
annually furnish, purely for Missions, and that with­
out the slightest suffering, at least a half amillion of 
dollars. And if they would deny themselves a lit­
tle after the examples of our Missionaries in Bur- 
mall, Oi xathev after tho ..i.w /v.
our sakes became poor, they would easily add 
another half a million. We have ali the money 1 
which God designed we should have, and that is . 
amply sufficient to enable us to execute our pro­
portion of the great enterprise. Of this treasurer 
we are not the owners—we are merely the stewards 
—and what account shall we be able to render 
of its appropriation? Sir, if we had right concep­
tions of truth and duty, we should not need such ’ 
a multiplication of agencies, and such a pressure of; 
importunity, to call forth even fifty times the 
amount that is now contributed. We have just 
bad an exhibit of your receipts for the past year. 
And what is the sum total? Is it all we could 
have done in this department of Christian benevo­
lence? Is it all the sacrifice, which the exigencies 
of our feeble Churches, and the necessities of 
guilty men have urgently demanded?
Nor has the moral power of the body of Christ 
ever been duly estimated or put in requisition. It 
consists in the sum of those capabilities which her 
members individually possess, to effectuate good 
by their prayers, and their examples. Occasion­
ally we find a Christian who seems to feel the ex­
tent of his obligation, and endeavors to apply his 
ability to the promotion of human welfare;—and, 
as we witness the holy effects of his influence, we 
wonder and inquire what would be the stupendous 
results, if all the ransomed of the Lord should 
act upon the same principle, to the same extent.
It would, Sir, be.an interesting spectacle, to see 
a single Church making this experiment—all the 
members doing their duty—ali judiciously apply­
ing their entire force, physical and moral, to the 
advancement of Christianity’s triumphs. Such a 
Church though located in the centre of the most 
forbiding moral Sahara which our guilty world pre­
sents, would soon cause the desert to rejoice and 
, blossom®
And what if we should see the whole body of 
the redeemed in earth engaged in this enter­
prise, with that completeness ol self-consecration 
which admits of no sinister reserve, and that ur­
gency of effort, which recognizes no limit but ac­
tual incapability! Would not Jesus more rapidly 
receive tiie reward of his sacrifices, and a brighter 
aspect come over the face of the earth; such an 
aspect of lovehnesssas a prophet has sung in fervid 
and eloquent strains?
And is there no claim, from any source, pressing 
upon the Church, to make all these sacrifices, and 
efforts? Are there no motives, furnished from 
above or beneath, of sufficient strength to awaken 
her slumbering energies, and impel them into vig­
orous and persevering action?
The soul that never dies! Find we no motive in 
its capacities,its condition, its peril, its destiny, its 
duration? Millions of such are at this moment pas­
sing onward to the retributions of Eternity. Yes, 
Mr, President, and joining the wan of hopeiesness 
and wo! such souls are entering upon their eternal 
state while we are here leisurely enjoying ourselves. 
Surely there is something in tins truth which 
ought to have a stirring efficacy upon the heart, 
prompting to extensive sacrifice, and propelling to 
activity of personal endeavor.
The cross of Christ! Find we no motive in the 
constraining love of Jesus,—that lo.ve which 
brought him from the throne of eternity to the cross 
and the grave,—that love by which he has drawn 
us to himself, and made usjoint-heirs of his kingdom? 
We are not our own—we are Christ’s—he lias bought 
us with a price—and shall we, or shall we not, glo­
rify him with our bodies and spirits, which are not 
ours, but his? Look, then, ye heirs of redemp­
tion at the blood red crucifix of your Master. 
Estimate his dignity, his sufferings, his sacrifice, 
and by the light which they flash upon your con­
science, determine your duty.
CHRISTIAN HEROISM.
Anecdote of a German Divine.—We tranf- 
late the uoin me Herlh, Evail_
gensfie Kirchen Zeitung;—N. Y. Obs.
To a lcarued man, particularly if he is so 
much of a recluse as is the venerable Regans 
V----------, K---------. (the present Bishop) no­
thing among all earthly possessions lies so near the 
heart, as the manuscript tpon M’hich he has spent 
the flower of youth and the ■strength of manhood. 
This venerable mar. had, in th? yea. 1809, a very 
learned manuscript work upon the PrOjhets lying 
in the cloister, and w*h it many costly books 
which he had acquired by the pains and saoLfice 
of almost a whole life. In soother part of the »ovn 
there lay, after a battle whitfi had shortly bebre 
I taken place, many persons sev>rely wounded, a>8j 
! dying, to whom Regans had o&>red divine conso 
1 lation and refreshment for the mt>d as well as the 
body. By means of a heavy bombardment, the 
town was set on fire in different quavers, and the 
monastery in which were the manuscripts, and 
books, was in flames, at one and the sane time 
with the buildings in which lay the sick dy­
ing. W hiie others were intent on their own Safety 
and that of their property, this noble disciple of 
Christ soon decided what he should do: he lethis 
manuscript, this labor of many jears, and cosfy 
books burn, and carried the sick ind dying upox 
his own shoulders forth from the Lames. Chris- 
1 tian hero! He who is faithful and t-.ue shall re- 
! ward thy fidelity.
INFLUENCE OF FAITH ON THE INTELLECT. 
Never yet did there exist a full faith in be Di­
vine Word, (by whom light, as well as immorality 
was brought into the world,) which did noigx- 
pand the intellect, while it purified the hetrtj 
which did not multiply the aims and objects <f 
the understanding, while it fixed and amplified, 
those of the desires and passions.
Coleridge-
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GALILEO.
[AVhen Galileo taught in Italy the Copernican 
theory of astronomy which is now universally re­
ceived, he was compelled by the Inquisition to 
renounce his opinions in the form of words pre­
pared for him; which he did, rather than suffer the 
severe punishment which was threatened. His 
conduct, on this occasion shows how inconsistent­
ly a man may be compelled to act; and how poor 
a substitute is power for reason in convincing men, 
it may control their actions but not theirthoughts.] 
The abjuration was drawn up in the following 
terms:—
“I Galileo Galilei, son of the late Vincenzo 
Galilei, of Florence, aged 70 years, being brought 
personally to judgment, and kneeling before you, 
Most Eminent and Most Reverend Lords Cardi­
nals, General Inquisitors of the universal Chris­
tian republic against heretical depravity, having 
before my eyes the IIolv Gospels, which I touch 
•with my own hands, swear, that I have always be­
lieved, and now believe, and with the help of God 
will in future believe, every article which the Holy 
Catholic and Apostolic Church of Rome holds, 
teaches, and preaches. But because I had been 
enjoined by this Holy Office altogether to aban­
don the false opinion which maintains that the sun 
is the centre and immoveable, and forbidden to 
hold, defend, or teach, the said false doctrine in 
any manner, and after it had been signified to me 
that the said doctrine is repugnant with the Ho­
ly Scripture, I have written and printed a book, 
in which I treat of the same doctrine now con­
demned, and adduce reasons with great force in 
support of the same, without giving any solution, 
and therefore have been judged grievously sus­
pected of heresy; that is to say, that I held and 
believed that the sun is the centre of the world 
and immoveable, and that the earth is not the 
centre and moveable, Willing,'therefore, to re­
move from the minds of Your Eminences, and of 
every Catholic Christian, this vehement suspicion 
rightfully entertained towards me, with a sincere 
heart and unfeigned faith, I abjure, curse, and de­
test, the said errors and heresies, and generally 
every other error and sect contrary to the said 
Holy Church; and I swear, that I will never more 
in future say or assert any thing' verbally, or in 
writing, which may give rise to a similar suspicion 
of me: but if I shall know any heretic, or any 
suspected of heresy, that I will denounce him to 
this Holy Office, or to the Inquisitor and Ordinary 
of the place in which I may be. I swear, moreo­
ver, and promise, that I will fulfill, and observe 
fully, all the penances which have been, or shall 
be laid on me by this Holy Office. But if it 
shall happen that I riolate any of my said pro 
mises, oaths, and protestations, (which God avert!)
1 subject myself to all the pains and punishments, 
which have been decreed and promulgated by the 
sacred canons, and other general and particular 
constitutions, against delinquents of this descrip­
tion. So n?ay God help me, and his Holy Gos­
pels, which I touch with my own hands. I, the 
above-named Galileo Galilei, have abjured, sworn, 
promised, and bound myself, as above, and in 
witness thereof with my own hand have subscribed 
this present writing of my abjuration, which I 
have recited word for word. At Rome in the 
Convent of Minerva, 22d June, 1633. I, Galileo 
Galilei, have abjured as above with my own hand.”
It is said that Galileo, as he rose from his knees, 
stamped op the ground, and whispered to one of 
his friend/j Epur si muove—(It does move though).
Copies of Galileo’s sentence and abjuration were 
inmned’ately promulgated in every direction, and 
the professors at several universities received di­
rections to read them publicly. At Florence this 
ceremony took place in the church of Sta. Croce, 
whither Guiducci, Aggiunti, and all others who 
were known in that city as firm adherents to Ga 
lileo’s opinions, were specially summoned. The 
triumph of the “Paper Philosophers” was so far 
complete, and the alarm oceasioned»by this proof
* Lib Fromondi Antaristarchus, Antwerp!®, 1631. 
f Newtoni Principia, Coloni®, 1760. 
i Histoire dc 1’Astronomic Modern?
of their dying power extended even beyond Italy.
“ I have been told,” writes Descartes from Hoi-, 
land to Mersenne at Paris, “that Galileo’s system
was printed in Italy last year, but that every copy ■ As soon as the ceremony of abjuration was con- 
has been burnt at Rome, and himself condemned ' eluded, Galileo was consigned, pursuant to hi» 
to some sort of penance, which has astonished me | sentence, to the prison of the Inquisition.
1 Library of Useful Knowledge.
master of the sacred palace, and Ciampoly, Ur­
ban’s secretary, were both dismissed from their 
situations.
so much that I have almost determined to burn all 
my papers, or at least never to let them be seen 
by any one. I cannot collect that he, who is an 1 
Italian and even a friend of the Pope, as I under- 
stand, has been criminated on any other account server 
than for having attempted to establish the motion 
of the earth. I know that this opinion was for­
merly censured by some Cardinals, but I thought,
I had since heard, that no objection was now made 1 DRUNKE^ESS 
to its being publicly taught, even at Rome.”
The sentiments of all who felt themselves se­
cured against the apprehension of pergonal dan­
ger could take hut one direction, for, as Pascal 
well expressed it in one of his celebrated letters 
to the Jesuits—“It is in vain that you have pro­
cured against Galileo a decree from Rome con­
demning his opinion of the earth's motion. As­
suredly, that will never prove it to be at rest; and 
if we have unerring observations proving that it 
turns round, not all mankind together can keep 
it from turning, nor themselves from turning 
with it.”
The assembly of doctors of the Sorhonnc at Pa­
ris narrowly escaped from passing a similar sen­
tence upon the system of Copernicus. The ques­
tion was laid before them by Richelieu, and it ap­
pears that their opinion was for a moment in fa­
vor of confirming the Roman decree. It is to be 
wished that the name had been preserved of one 
of its members, who, by his strong and philosophi 
cal representations, saved that celebrated body 
from this disgrace;
The words of the bull of Sixtus V., by which 
the Congregation of the Index (list of prohibit­
ed books) was remodelled in 1588. are quoted by 
a professor of the University of Louvain, a zeal­
ous antagonist of Galileo, as follows: “They are 
to examine and expose the books which are rc 
pugnant to the Catholic doctrines and Christian 
discipline,-and after reporting on them to us, they 
are to condemn them by our authority.*’ Nor 
does it appear that the learned editors of what 
is commonly called the Jesuit’s edition of New­
ton’s “Principia” were of opinion, that in adopt­
ing the Copernican system they should transgress 
a mandate emanating from any thing short of in­
fallible wisdom. The remarkable words which 
they were compelled to prefix to their book, show 
how sensitive the court of Rome remained, even 
so late as 1742, with regard to this rashly con­
demned theory. In their preface they say : “ New­
ton in this third book supposes the motion of the 
earth. We could not explain the author's propo­
sitions otherwise than by making the same suppo­
sition. We are therefore forced to sustain a char­
acter which is not our own; but we profess to pay 
the obsequious reverence which is due to the de­
crees pronounced by the supreme Pontiffs against 
the motion of the earth.”f
This coy reluctance to admit what nobody any 
longer doubts, has survived to the present time: 
for Bailli informs us,| that the utmost endeavors 
of Lalande, when at Rome, to obtain that Gali­
leo’s work should be erased from the Index, were 
entirely ineffectual, in consequence of the decree 
which had been fulminated against him; and in 
fact both it, and the book of Copernicus, “Nisi 
Corrigatur,” are still to be seen on the forbidden 
list of 1828.
The condemnation of Galileo and his book was 
not thought sufficient. Urban's indignation also 
vented itself upon those who had been instrument­
al in obtaining the licence for him. The Inqui­
sitor at Florence was reprimanded; Riccardi, the
THE TEMPERANCE CAUSE.
The subjoined islaken from the Rochester ob- 
rver. Similar scenes of wickedness and wretch­
edness have been witnessed in this enlightened, 
and mural, and sober city —Cincinnati Journal.it
AND MORTALITY!---- A LOOKING­
GLASS FOR GROCERS.
The following occurrence took place in this 
village, and the facts we have from one of our 
most respctable citizens, who was an eye witness 
to a great part of them.
About 2 o’clock, in one of the coldest morning? 
in the fore part of last March, our informant, Mr- 
C. was aroused from sleep by the cries of distress, 
proceeding from a house a few rods distant, which 
led him to go to the door, arid on looking out 
found they were those of a female standing on the 
frozen ground, with bare feet, with only an old 
mantle thrown over her shoulders, in which she» 
had wrapped an infant three days old. Mr. C., 
as soon as he could put on his clothes, went to 
her relief, and found that she and her three other 
children, had been driven from their bed by a 
brutal, drunken wretch, whom the one called hus­
band and the others father. The house presented 
a scene of poverty and wretchedness truly dis­
tressing—not a stick of wood in this miserable 
dwelling—barely a coal of fire to light a candle 
procured by a neighbor—no andirons, shovel or 
tongs. There was something that served as an 
apology for a bed for the man and wife, and a nest 
of rags for the three eldest children. They were 
shivering and crying with cold, while the mother 
was in the same pitiable condition, clasping, with 
maternal tenderness, her infant to her bosom to 
protect it from the piercing air.
Mr C., after gaining admittance, immediately 
went to his own wood house; and procuring wood, 
kindled a fire, and with the assistance of a neigh­
boring female, who had also been roused from 
sleep by the cries of this distressed family, made 
her some gruel and placed her in bed.
The inquiry was then made, what was the cause 
of this inhuman conduct on the part of the hus­
band and father. The answer was at length eli­
cited, that the mother’s situation had, the after­
noon before, excited the commiseration of a 
neighboring lady who had given her twenty-five 
cents to purchase a little meal for herself and chil­
dren. She was obliged to employ her husband 
to make the purchase, who, having the money in 
his hands, went to a grocery, laid it out for whis­
key, returned with it instead of the meal, 3nd af­
ter it had had time to operate, began to abuse his 
family, and finally dragged them from bed and 
drove them out of doors.
After Mr. C. with the assistance of the lady, 
before mentioned, had reduced the family to a 
state of quiet and comparative comfort, and had 
obtained a promise from the husband that they 
should not again be disturbed, they left this abode 
of misery and returned home.—But no sooner 
were they gone than the same scene was acted 
over,—the mother and her infant were a second 
time dragged from bed and driven nearly naked 
out of the house, and compelled to remain there, 
until our informant again interfered and compel­
led this drunken brute to open the door.
A complaint was the next day made to a ma­
gistrate, but the wife refused, as was supposed 
Through fear, to testify, and the wretch was still 
permitted to go at large.
A very few days afterwards, however, a repeti­
tion of similar treatment produced a complaint 
which was sustained by proof, and he was threwm
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Tntojail. The overseers of the poor were applied i 
to, and the mother and children were thus re-! 
lieved.
The above affords a striking illustration of the 
benefits which the community derives from licens­
ed groceries to sell ardent spirits. Without liquor 
this man had been a pe.aceable citizen, and would 
have supported his family. Had not the tempta­
tion of liquor been thrown in his way, he would 
have expended his money for food, and would 
have returned to comfort and protect his sick wife 
and starving children.
The expense of supporting this family, thus 
thrown upon the village—the expense attending 
the committal of this man to jail, and his mainte­
nance while there, we have not been able to ascer­
tain, but presume that it was not less than $-20. 
We may, however, expect that lie will soon have 
to be wholly supported at the public expense, 
either at the poor house or in prison.
The following was described to me as having 
happened, only a few days since, in this city.
A lady of my acquaintance visited a poor fami­
ly, whom she knew’ to be in needy and destitute 
circumstances, for the purpose of procuring a 
place for one of the daughters.
She found the husband lying in one corner with 
a shoulder dislocated, occasioned by a fall in a fit 
of brutal intoxication, from which he was just re­
covering. The mother was lying sick on a pile of 
rags, which served as a miserable apology for a 
bed. She had an infant lying by her side only 
one or two months old. On the Saturday previous 
one of the little girls earned twenty-five cents by 
scrubbing, and this was all the family had to sub­
sist on from Saturday night till the Tuesday morn­
ing following. In describing the house where this 
wretched family dwelt, the lady made use of the 
following strong expression: “ You would not think" 
said she, liit a comfortable place for your horses," 
Remember temperance men, this took place, not 
■in Rochester, or New Orleans, but in Cincinnati, 
enlightened, liberal, and polished Cincinnati, the 
“ Queen of the West." Remember too, ye Com­
mon Councilmen and Magistrates, who it is that 
licence grog-show, and coffee houses, where such 
drunkards are made by wholesale and retail; where 
families are beggared; and hearts are broken; 
and children ruined. Remember a great part of 
the sin lies at your own door. Remember, more­
over, bow you sought office, electioneered for office, 
—and now behold your goodly work, one hundred 
and sixty-nine coffee houses, and twenty-seven ta­
verns. What are many of them but drunkardfac­
tories, or, as they have been more appropriately 
called, “Z/ic Devil's baptismal fountain,"—gateways 
to perdition? Look on it, Isay, look on it.— 
Have ye any consciences—any humanity even.
Anti Alcohol.
From the London Record. 
CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
The Annual Meeting of this Society took place 
on Tuesday, at Exeter Hall. The attendance 
was most numerous and respectable. On the plat­
form, amongst other friends of the Society, we 
noticed the Bishops of Litchfield and Coventry, 
of Winchester and Chester, Lord Bexley, Lord 
Mountsandford, Sir George Grey, &c. &c.
At twelve o’clock Lord Gambier was called 
to the Chair. His Lordship, on taking the Chair, 
said, that he cordially met with brotherly kindness 
and Christian love the very numerous assembly 
which he saw convened on this happy occasion. 
He would beg to bring to their recollection, thatI 
great, stupendous, sublime and glorious passage 
beyond all others, which had been revealed to 
man—“God so loved the world, that he gave his 
only begotten Son.” This was the great truth, 
the glad tidings of salvation, which it was the 
great object of this Institution to promote through 
the world. It was for that purpose they had met 
to-day, and earnestly did he pray that every heart 
might be filled with' gratitude, that they might
join in praising God, who had given them grace 
to meet for so blessed a purpose. The noble lord 
here repeated the Psalm—Let us give thanks to 
the Lord, for his mercy endureth forever.” He 
then called on the Rev. Mr. Woodroffe to implore 
a blessing on their proceedings.
When the prayer was concluded, the Rev. Gen­
tleman proceeded to read the Report, which was 
of considerable length. After noticing the re­
tirement of Mr. Bickersteth, who had so ably fil­
led the office of Secretary to the Society for fif­
teen years, but who found that the continuance 
in office was incompatible with other duties which 
bad devolved on him; and stating, that the Com­
mittee had felt it their duty to thank him for his 
great zeal and activity while in office; the Report 
adverted to the state of the Institution at Isling­
ton. There were, it was said, seventeen students 
now in it, twelve of whom were admitted in the 
last year, three had received ordination, and nine 
had proceeded to different stations abroad. A 
District Visiting Society had been established in 
the neighborhood of the Institution, the objects 
of which were greatly promoted by the students 
in their leisure hours. It appeared that the do­
nations and subscriptions of the Society, in the 
year just ended, amounted to £46,584 16s. 7d., 
those of the preceding year were £47,328 17s., 
making a difference against the present year of 
£744. The deficiency of the present amount, as 
compared with that of two years ago, was nearly 
£2,000 on the donations and subscriptions, but 
that was reduced by legacies which had been left 
to the Society of upwards of £1000. The Re­
port then proceeded to take a review of the pre- 
cedings of the Society in the several countries of 
the world to which its missions extended; (for 
the details we refer to the Report, which will be 
published, and to the Society’s monthly publica­
tions.) Oa the whole the prospects of the Socie­
ty were described as most favorable. It was men­
tioned amongst other causes of joy to the friends 
of the Society, that the steps which had been 
taken by Sir George Murray, the late Secretary 
for the Colonies, for promoting the objects of the 
Society in Australia, bad been adopted by his 
successor, the noble lord now at the bead of that 
department. Referring to the exertions of the 
Society in the West Indies, and to the condition 
of the negro slaves there, the Report stated that 
though the Committee had to lament many ob­
stacles to the dissemination of the Gospel in the 
East, yet the impediments there were trifling, 
when compared with those which existed in the 
West Indies, to the religious instruction of the 
slave population. In the East, it was added, the 
door was opened to religious instruction whatever 
might be the consequence; but in the West In­
dies—in cur own colonies—the attendance of a 
slave at divine worship often drew down upon him 
the vengeance of his Christian master. The Re­
port also complained that the slaves were net al­
lowed the free enjoyment of rest and religious 
worship, but that, owing to the system adopted, 
the Sabbath was, for the most part, devoted to 
worldly purposes. It was made the market-day, 
and for transacting the slave’s own private busi­
ness, for which no other time was allowed him. 
Ought such a system, it was asked, be allowed to 
continue ? While the Committee mentioned these 
facts, they also stated, that there were some ex­
ceptions amongst the owners of slaves, who at­
tended not only to their personal comforts, in re­
mitting the extra hours of labor, but also gave 
every facility for their religious instruction, and 
paid those who had to impart to them religious 
instruction. The Report then adverted to the ex­
ertions of the Society in North Western America, 
where, amongst other advances made, it mention • 
ed that the sons of four Indian chiefs, each the 
head of a distinct tribe, speaking distinct dialects, 
were under Christian instruction. Viewing the 
whole of the circumstances connected with the 
Society, the Report added, that there were ample
indications that the Lord had gone before them 
in this great work, and that they ought to go for> 
ward with confidence. The increased sphere of 
action opened to the Society, and the difficulty 
they found of taking advantage of it with resour­
ces rather diminished, ought, the Report stated, 
to quicken its friends to renewed exertions to pro­
mote its great object.
Addresses were then delivered by the Bishop 
of Litchfield and Coventry, Rev. Baptist Noel, 
the Bishop of Winchester, Lord Bexley, Bishop 
of Chester, Rev. Edward Bickersteth, &c. from 
which we shall at some future time make a few 
extracts.—Episcopal Recorder.
CIRCULAR.
To Clergymen and other Friends to the Cause of True Religion
In every extensive Revival of Religion, some 
confirmed Universalists have become subjects of. 
conviction of sin, and regeneration, and have made 
a public profession of evangelical truth; and re­
cently, the published accounts of Revivals have 
given numerous similar cases. It is deemed desi­
rable that, so far as may be practically convenient, 
such cases should be collected, (attested by the 
favored individuals, who have, by grace been de­
livered from fatal error,) with a view to publica­
tion in a volume. The prime object of this, is the 
eternal benefit of those Universalists who contin­
ue to cling to their destructive doctrines; who, it 
is believed, will be more willing to read the tes­
timony of their late brethren, with a happy influ­
ence on their minds, than dry arguments on the 
subject, coming from any other source.
It is believed that those favored subjects of de­
liverance from the broad and certain road to end­
less destruction, will with cheerful gratitude to their 
gracious Deliverer, and for the eternal good of 
their yet deluded fellow men, come forward with 
their testimony in behalf of that truth, which, 
they are now persuaded, has become the only 
means of their salvation.
In the accounts which may be given, the indi­
viduals are requested to state—
1st. What considerations had induced them to 
embrace the scheme of Universal Salvation, and 
how long they entertained it.
2d. Whether they ever really believed that all 
men would ultimately be saved.
3. Whether they did, habitually feel entirely safe 
respecting the salvation of their own souls; or, 
whether they suffered many doubts and fears res­
pecting them.
4th. What views of the doctrine they have de­
rived from others, professing the same faith;—and 
whether doubts are not often expressed by Uni­
versalists, as to the truth of their doctrine.
5th. What are their present dews respecting 
their former creed—the salvation of the Gospel; 
with such other testimony, relating ta this interest­
ing subject, as they may be willing \o communi­
cate.
It is desirable that their communications should 
be signed by themselves, and if they consent, be 
witnessed be one or two of their friends, attesting 
that their communications are genuine. This is 
deemed important, to prevent the contradiction 
of such as may wish to deny or prevent their tes­
timony.
The aid of the reverend clergy, and others, is 
important and needful, for collecting these docu­
ments; and it is most sincerely and affectionately 
requested by the subscriber, (the proposed Edi­
tor of the contemplated volume,) and will te most 
gratefully acknowledged by him.
All the documents which may be collected in 
the western parts of New York, and the vicinity 
for the before mentioned purpose, it is requested 
may be sent (tiee of expense) to Messrs. Hasting, 
& Tracy Utica: who gratuitously offer their agen­
cy to receive and forward them to the subscribed 
Nathaniel Dwight.
Utica, fN. Y.J May, 20, 1831.
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“UNITARIANISM JUDGED FROM ITS OWN 
MOUTII AND FROM ITS FRUITS.”
‘There was no system,’ says a Unitarian writer, 
‘which was so’generalin its regards, and which bore 
so invasive a character, as Christianity in its ear­
liest days.............Every preacher was a missiona­
ry, going about doing good, sent, and glorying in 
his office to proclaim the acceptable year of the 
Lord. We are sure, therefore, that the spirit of 
missions is the spirit of Christ, and of Christianity.”
What part, then, has Unitarianism in the blessed­
ness of the Missionary work? By the missionary 
work, we mean, not the proselyting at home from 
other persuasions; but the evangelizing of heathen 
or Mohammedan nations. A work eminently be­
coming to a great aud Christian country: a work 
from which no Christian, now that it is in progress, 
can be content to stand either excused or exclud­
ed.
We turn to an account of the last annual meet­
ing of the ‘ British and Foreign Unitarian Asso­
ciation,’ the object of which is the diffusion, at 
home and abroad, of the unsullied light of ration­
al, primitive and apostolic Christianity. From the 
statement of the treasurer, it appears, that (not­
withstanding ‘a falling off of donations and col­
lections’) the ‘most opulent body of Christians in
England raised during the year, the sum of ‘o»e complishment of such an object. But go withi A e n ii// il H / J Q TAI' f no »I,V i , • « « * ..... ~thousand and odd pounds,’ for the furtherance of 
their pious intentions! The expenditure has con­
sisted of,— Elbe charge of purchasing and print­
ing books, namely, £454 15^. Ho!.; 2. upwards of 
£300 expended on congregational aivP missionary 
objects at home; and 3.(let Christendom hear it!) 
two hundred and fifty pounds on account of the 
Foreign Fund!!
Yet, even this adventure for converting the peo­
ple of India (rather for diffusing Unitarianism 
among the English of Calcutta, such is the fact.) 
did not escape animadversion, as an improper di­
version of the funds of the association from the 
field where they weie most needed. And though 
the objector allowed, that, the Calcutta mission 
having commenced, they were ‘hound to endeavor 
to make the best of it,’ he was far f rom admit­
ting (and none of the speakers affirmed,) that Unita­
rians should think of entering boldly as competitors 
with the Orthodox on the high course of evangel­
ization. And yet, why should they not do so? 
What obstacle stands between Unitarians and the 
Pagan world? What, but Unitarian indifference? 
"Why would it be imprudent to originate some 
eight or ten Missions to Africa, India, and the Is­
lands of the Southern Sea, but because it is too ab­
surd to suppose that any such act of religious 
charity would be supported hy the Unitarian 
body? Itis a missionary age, and the missionary spirit 
is allowed by Unitarians to be eminently proper to 
Christianity; and yet, Unitarians neither go forth 
to preach the Gospel or send other
Such are the facts. Let them for a moment be 
viewed in that light in which they will appear to 
posterity, supposing Unitarianism to be Christiani­
ty. In this case will stand on the page of minds,— 
first that the fanatical and deluded professors of a 
corrupt and idolat rous creed, were the men to origin­
ate, and carry on perseveringly the truly Christian 
enterprise of turning the nations from their super­
stitions; and that in this enterprise they were con­
spicuously recognised by heaven. And secondly 
that the only true Christians of the missionary age, 
were the only men that took no part in the work;— 
that, of these, true Christians, the majority openly 
opposed the undertaking,‘looked upon it with 
apathy os scorn, and ‘met an application for aid 
with a smile of astonishment.’ in such sort that 
the confession was wrung from the chiefs of the 
party, that ‘the spirit of Unitarians,’ (the only 
Christians) ‘ is not a missionary spirit,' and that 
they aie ‘suffciently indifferent whether other men 
and nations partake of the blessings of the Gos­
pel, or not!’ These are the facts which are even 
now going down to the ears of posterity. Upon 
the unalterable page of history it is even now being
written, that the attempt to propagate Christianity 
is scorned and denounced by the only men of the 
times, according to their own account, who pos­
sess, the doctrine of him that said Go ye in all 
the world and preach the gospel !’*
Let (be fibers of William Roberts at Madras, or else­
where, and the defunct eftbrts of Mr. Adam at Calcutta, carry 
all the importance that can possibly attach to them, and be 
held available for the desirable purpose of convicting anv 
man of Misrepresentation, who ' hall be so hasty r.s to affirm, 
that Unitarians have attempted, orrre attempting, vctlur.y for the 
diffusion of Christianity among the heathen. Far be" it from 
us to advance any such absolute and calumnious predication ! 
By no means-; t'e Unitarians/(ace William Roberts at Ma­
dras, and they had Mr. Adams at Cakutta.
PRAYER A RULE OF LIFE.
A Christian could hardly propose to himself a bet­
ter ride of life than his own prayers. Let him act 
in conformity with their import, and he will not 
err very far from the line of correct and holy liv­
ing. We impose upon ourselves an obligation to 
use our best endeavors in effecting that which wc 
seek at the hands of God. It would be well for 
us to keep in view this important rule. The man­
ner in which some pray for the conversion of their 
children, would induce the belief, that they con­
sider no pains or self-denial too great for the ac-
them to their houses, and you will find that their 
irregular lives, petulant manners, unsanctified tem­
pers, and other disorderly habits, are well calculat­
ed to hinder the conversion, not of their children 
only, but of all others about them. Some Chris­
tians seem to have a deep and affectionate re­
gard for the spiritual welfare of the heathen, 
and accordingly pray most earnestly for their con­
version :—but hand round the box to collect some­
thing for the Missionary fund, and they put in 
onecfwZ; and this not because they can afford to give 
no more, but because they have been accustomed 
to contribute this amount, and they are content- 
with the custom. Others pray earnestly for a re­
vival in the church—but when called upon to sur­
render some opinion, or indulgence, or practice, 
which perhaps stands in the way of, a revival, they 
are unwilling to have the stumbling block removed. 
They must hold on to their old favorites, and keep 
their right-hand and right eye sins, even though 
many should stumble and fall over such scandals.
Every one who prays at all, prays better than he 
lives. We ask the Lord to keep us from sin, and 
at the same time run into it. We pray for 
victory over the world, and in the next mo­
ment bend down our necks, and take up its galling 
yoke. We entreat him to extend to our hearts 
his searching, sanctifying influences, and at the 
same time fret and mourn when he moves an idol 
from our sight. A penitent sinner making confes­
sion of sin, expressing the bitterness of his soul 
under the sense of it, and most earnestly supplicat­
ing the mercy of God, presents an affecting sight. 
But should this same penitent turn again to the 
very follies which he professes to lament, he would 
expose himself for the time to come, to just con­
demnation and rebuke. Let us live according to 
our prayers, and we shall seldom go amiss.— 
Christian Index.
UNFOUNDED PRETENSIONS.
There is scarcely any thing more trying to
Christian patience, than the pretensions which the 
puny atheists and infidels of modern times set up 
to independence of mind, and to enlarged and 
comprehensive views of the subject. The very 
derision with which they treat the Bible, they 
would have us regard as a proof, that they are fiee 
from the shackles of authority. But we do not 
believe such debasing mental slavery can be found 
in any other class on earth, or at least in the civil­
ized world. >‘For when they speak great swel­
ling words of vanity, and boast of their own liber­
ty, and promise the same to those whom they en­
deavor to allure through the lusts of the flesh, 
through much wantonness,—they themselves arc
1 the servants of corruption.” ’There is not a more 
I obvious proof of limited research, and superficial 
inquiry, than contempt for the Bible. The most 
diligent and successful students of nature, have 
been among the most forward to avow their rever­
ence to the Holy Scriptures, and their obligations 
to them for the most valuable knowledge. To 
Lord Bacon belongs the extraordinary merit of 
having found out and exhibited to the world the 
true method of philosophizing; and it was by his 
' directions that Newton successfully investigated 
and explained the laws of matter and Locke those 
of mind. Yet all these men esteemed it their pri­
vilege and honor to bow with reverence to the dic­
tates of Revelation. Bacofl, in addressing Jeho­
vah, uses this remarkable language:—“Thy crea­
tures have been my books, but thy Scriptures 
much more. I have sought Thee in the courts, 
fields, and gardens, hut 1 have found Thee in thy 
temples.”— Christian Mirror.
Rev. Alonzo Potters Sermon before the Conn, 
Church Scholarship Society.
This is an animated and eloquent discourse. 
Every friend to the human family, and to the Sa* 
viour, must rejoice to see the awakening interest 
manifested by our Episcopal friends in this coun­
try in relation to foreign missions, and the educa­
tion of men for the Christian Ministry.
“What herald of the cross,” the writer asks 
“he his powers ever so great, does not feel that 
the sword of the Spirit needs to be wielded by a 
mightier arm, and carried home with a surer and 
more unfaltering aim than his own? Who does 
not, for himself, and for his brethren, crave the 
possession of more commanding arguments, of 
more pungent and soul-stirring eloquence?” “We 
must summon round our altars, ministers whose 
hearts have been baptized with the Holy Ghost, 
and with fire. We must multiply their members, 
and see to it, that they are skilful workmen, 
rightly dividing the word of truth, and needing 
not to be ashamed; heralds who will lift up the 
jubilee trumpet and cause its thrilling sounds to 
reverberate throughout the land; whose notes 
shall wax louder and louder as the din of human 
enterprize, and the voice of human strife increas­
es, and who shall be heard above all the sounds of 
commotion, and all the conflict of the moral ele­
ments, calling men to repent, and believe the gos­
pel, and be saved!”
The writer mentions it as an humiliating fact, 
that only twenty four men, annually enter into the 
ranks of the Episcopal ministry in the United 
States, and that one half of these are not the sons 
of Episcopal parents, but individuals brought into 
the Episcopal Church by the pressing demand for 
laborers, which it exhibits. Twelve of the twen­
ty four are wanted to supply the breaches occa­
sioned by death and other vicissitudes.— Quarter*- 
Zy Register.
REVEREND JOHN NEWTON.
Considering the character, in early life, of the 
reverend gentleman whose name heads this arti­
cle, very few men of the last age did more to ad­
vance the interest of his Divine Master, or seem­
ed more fully determined to redeem the time, than 
this minister of the Gospel of Christ. Being 
himself snatched as a brand from the burning, he 
was instrumental, under Providence, of saving 
others, and did much m promoting the cause of 
Foreign Missions, as the following circumstance, 
in relation to Dr. Buchanan’s conversion, will 
most fully confirm;
Mr. Buchanan was among the many sons of 
Caledonia, who yearly go up to London for the 
purpose of seeking their fortunes. Soon after 
his arrival in the great city, Mr. Buchanan, friend­
less and alone, wandered into the streets near to 
the centre of business; and hearing the Rev. Mr. 
Newton gave a lecture on Wednesday mornings, 
strayed into the church to hear the discourse. He 
instantly became impressed with the thought—
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“That man possesses something which I want.” 
The next Wednesday he went again. His im­
pressions became still deeper. After lecture, he 
wrote Mr. N* an anonymous letter, as from an 
inquirer after truth, and went again the next 
week. After service, Mr. Newton remarked that 
if the person vzas present who wrote him the 
anonymous letter, he should be glad of an inter­
view with him. This emboldened young Bu­
chanan to wait on the reverend man; and by his 
instrumentality he was brought to a knowledge of 
the truth. Mr. Newton had command of the purse 
of the well known Mr. Thornton, who might in­
deed be almost denominated the Lord’s banker, 
and determined to send Mr. B. to the University. 
After finishing his education he took orders, 
went to India, and in a few years remitted to Mr. 
Thornton double the sum which he had expended 
in his education, with a request that he would 
keep one half himself, for the purpose of educa­
ting another wanderer from Scotland.—Religious 
Messenger.
From the Episcopal Watchman, 
CONVENTION OF MASSACHUSETTS.
The Convention of the Protestant Episcopal 
Church in Massachusetts held its annual session 
at St. Paul’s Church, on the 15th and 16th inst. 
There were present the Bishop, 22 Clergy, and 
27 lay Delegates. The Rev. Mr. Coit was re-elect- 
Secretary, and the Rev. Messrs. G. W. Doane, 
A. Potter J. Boyle, and Thomas Clark, George 
Brinley, and Henry Godman, Esq’rs. the standing 
Committee.
The most important subjects acted on by the 
Convention, were the proposed erection of Mas­
sachusetts into a separate Diocese, and provisions 
lor Theological Education. With respect to the 
first, a committee of five reported, that if Massa­
chusetts could be constituted a separate Diocese, 
with the concurrence and approbation of the other 
States comprising the Eastern Diocese, and the 
Episcopal jurisdiction of Bishop Griswold be re­
tained, it would be in the highest degree expe­
dient and proper that such a change take place. 
Their report elicited an earnest and animated de­
bate, but was finally adopted almost unanimously, 
and the Secretary directed to communicate the 
sentiment of Massachusetts upon this subject to 
the other States composing the Eastern Diocese.
With respect to provisions for Theological Edu­
cation, it was determined, after a long discussion, 
to act upqn it immediately, and several resolutions 
adopted with greqif unanimity.
A school was established, entitled The Massa­
chusetts Episcopal Theological school, with a Board 
of Trustees, consisting of six clergymen and six 
laymen; the Bishop ex-officio President, and a 
Board of Visitors, consisting of the bishop in 
New England, and the Secretaries in the several 
New England States. Its location is to be at 
Cambridge. Trustees of the Theological School.— 
Rev. A. Eaton, D. D., Rav, James Morss, Theo- 
doreEdson, Rev. T. W. Coit, Gardiner Greene, Esq., 
George Brinley, Esq., J. C. Warren, M. D., E. 
Tackerman, Esq., Josoph Foster, Esq., Edward 
A Newton Esq.
We must take care when we draw parallel cases, 
not to take such as are not or cannot be made pa­
rallel. For instance—we may ask, before we act, 
“What would Jesus Christ do in this case? or 
what would St. Paul ?” But we cannot be guided 
. by this rule in every thing, because Christ’s mis-
A committee was appointed, on the subject of sion was peculiar: it was an unparalleled event
provision for the widows and orphans of deceased 
clergymen, who are to report to the next Conven­
tion.
lhc Committee on the Constitution and Canons, 
and a form for admitting parishes, made a report, 
very greatly altering the old Constitution, &c. 
This will be acted on at the next Convention.
Ine Convention was in session the greater por­
tion of two days, a longer period probably than it 
was ever known to have been together before: and 
manifested an unusual interest in the various sub­
jects brought up for discussion. We indulge the 
tond hope that the present, as it is no doubt 
an era in the history of our Zion, will be long re­
membered as such with gratitude and joy. The 
parochial Reports seem to indicate favorably res­
pecting our spiritual prosperity. A new Church, 
St. Stephen's, Pittsfield, with upwards of 30 com­
municants, was admitted into connexion with the 
Convention. Two parishes, contributed for cha­
ritable purposes upwards of $2300; St. Pauls 
Church Boston, $1000; Trinity Church, Boston, 
$1300. Of nothing do we stand more in need 
than of able and devoted young men, who shall 
enter the ranks of the clergy; and of these we 
now hope to see a number more adequate to our 
wants. We therefore thank Gr»d and take courage.
Massachusetts.
State of thing?, in France at the commencement 
of the Revolution.
“If you had wished to figure to yourselves a 
country which had reached the utmost pinnacle 
of prosperity, you would undoubtedly have turned 
your eyes to France, as she appeared a few years 
before the revolution; illustrious in learning and 
genius, the favorite abode of the arts, and the 
mirror of fashion, whither the flower of the nobi­
lity from all countries resorted, to acquire the last 
polish of which the human character is suscepti­
ble. Lulled in voluptuous repose, and dreaming 
of a philosophical millennium, without depend­
ence upon God; like the generation before the 
flood, they ate, they drank, they married, they were 
giving in marriage. In that exuberant soil, every 
thing seemed to flourish but religion and virtue. 
The season however had at length arrived, when 
God was resolved to punish their impiety, as well 
as to avenge the blood of his servants, whose souls 
had for a century been incessantly crying to him 
from under the altar. And •what method did he 
employ for this purpose? When He to whom 
vengeance belongs, when He whose ways are un­
searchable, and whose wisdom is i nexhaustible, pro­
ceeded to the execution of this strange work, he 
drew from his treasure a weapon he had never em­
ployed before. Resolving to make their punish­
ment as signal as their crimes, he neither let loose 
an inundation of barbarous nations, nor the deso­
lating powers of the universe. He neither over­
whelmed them with earthquakes, nor visited them 
with pestilence. He summoned from among 
themselves a ferocity more terrible than either, a 
ferocity which, mingling in the struggle for liber­
ty, and borrowing aid from that very refinement 
to which it seemed to be opposed, turned every 
man’s hand against his neighbor, and sparing no 
age, nor sex, nor rank, till satiated with the ruin 
of greatness, the distresses of innocence, and the 
tears of beauty, it terminated its career in the 
most unrelenting despotism. Thou art righteous, 
O Lord, xvhich art, which was, and which shall be, 
because thou hast judged thus; for they have shed 
the blood of saints and prophets, and thou hast given 
them blood to drink, for they arc worthy.”
Robert Hall.
it was for three years only: and, like a great fire, 
he was always Jjarning—always intent on one point. 
St. Paul also was in peculiar circumstances: he 
was sent on an especial errand. In every thing 
which is in any degree sinful, we should turn to 
these examples; but in the conduct peculiar to 
our station, our application of these examples 
must be governed by circumstances.—Cecil.
The gospel’s glory is, that it is the ministration 
of the Spirit. The great privilege of believers is, 
that the Lord manifests himself to .them as he 
doth not to the world: when he manifests his au­
thority in the command, it is then powerful; when 
he manifests his goodness and truth in the pro­
mise, it is full of sweetness; when he manifests
his wrath in the threatening, it awes the soul; when 
he manifests his glory in the face of Christ, it is 
ravishing, reforming, attracting.
Halyburton.
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Tiie Fourth of July—Our National Anniversary was 
celebrated in this place last Monday, in a manner becoming 
Christians and freemen. After divine service, an interesting 
oration in behalf of the American Colonization Society was 
delivered by Mr. J. B. Minor, a student of Kenyon College, 
and several new subscribers to the constitution of the society 
obtained, whose contributions, together with a balance already 
in the treasury, will enable the managers to transmit at least 
fifty dollais to the Parent Institution.
Portsmouth.—It must be gratifying to Ohio Episcopalians 
to learn, that the parish of All Saints, Portsmouth, has at last 
been supplied with ministerial services. The Rev. Henry 
Caswall, lately ordained in this place, has been invited to 
take charge of the parish and has accepted the invitation.
A Noble Idea—At the last General Assembly of the 
Presbyterian Church, an “overture” was presented from Rev. 
Dr. Rice, proposing that it be resolved, “ that the Presbyte­
rian Church in the United States is a Missionary Society, the 
object of which is to aid in the conversion of the world; and 
that every member of the Church is a member for life of said 
society, and bound, in maintenance of his Christian character, 
to do all in his power for the accomplishment of this object.” 
Other resolutions were proposed, aiming «at the same end.— 
We do not pretend to understand all the causes which led to 
this measure, nor all the purposes for which it was intended, 
nor do we even know whether the resolution was adopted; 
the general idea, however, strikes us as a noble one and per­
fectly primitive in its character. It goes upon the supposition, 
which is so extensively carried out in the formularies and offi­
ces of our own Church, namely, that all professors of religion 
and partakers of its ordinances, are sincere and consistent.—• 
This, we say, is the ground-work of the resolution, for it pre­
supposes professing Christians to have proved, by experience, 
the truth as it is in Jesus, and as a necessary consequence, to 
feel an anxiety to impart its blessings to others—to all man- 
• kind. And is it not so? Is it not the heart’s desire and 
prayer and effort of one who has become a new creature in 
Christ Jesus, that others might be partakers of the benefit?— 
The genuineness of love to God is proved by the accompani­
ment of Jove to man; hut how will love to man show itself in, 
the Christian’s heart ? Will his charity confine itself to tem­
poral things? No ; what he prizes most he will be most anx­
ious to impart, and for the sake ©f imparting this, he will sac­
rifice any minor good. In order to give the gospel, he will 
give also the means necessary to send out heralds of the cross, 
and count no expense or labor thrown away, which promises 
to make the heathen, or others, partakers of the divine bless­
ing. To suppose'that such are the feelings of Christians, is to 
give an exalted, and yet only a consistent idea of their calling 
and profession. If religion is important, it is all-important, 
and if it is important to one, it is important to all. On this 
principle the primitive Christians acted. They all felt them­
selves indeed, to be members of a missionary society. The 
exigencies of the case requiring it, they did not hesitate to 
throw their*whole substance into a common stock; and when 
persecution drove them from their homes “they which were 
scattered abroad went every where preaching the word.” Ali 
this was the spontaneous effect of divine grace enlarging the 
heart, as well as a conscious-obedience to a known command; 
and to suppose that such are the feelings of Christians at the 
present day is to give an exalted idea of the Christian charac­
ter, and has a tendency to elevate it to that height, which* 
through grace, it may, and should attain.
Is the reader a professor of religion?—We would ask him, 
whatever he may think of the expediency of the resolution as 
an ecclesiastical measure, docs he feel and act in unison with 
its spirit ? It is undoubtedly the spirit of the gospel the. 
spirit which God approves. ___________ _
~MARRiEl)—On the 19th inst. in St Mary’s Church, 
Chester county, Pa. by the Rev. Levi Bull, the Rev. Natha» 
Stem, of this diocese, to Miss S,\£ah May, daughter of Davity 
Potts, Esq,
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INTELLIGENCE.
DOMESTIC.
The. Cherokee Nation.—The last Cherokee Phenix contains 
intelligence which is lull of solemn interest to all the people 
of the Union. It shows conclusively that the general govern­
ment is co-operating with that of Georgia, in the expulsion 
of the Missionaries from the territory. The Rev. Mr. V. or. 
coster has been removed from the office of Post -Master, at 
New Ecliota, to remove his claim to be exempted from the 
operation of the law ot Georgia. In a communication to 
him, Gov. Gilmer cays: “ You are informed that the Govern­
ment of the United States, does not recognize as its agents 
the Missionaries acting under the direction of the American 
Hoard of Foreign Missions.” lie is there notified to remove 
in ten days or incur “the punishment which wiil certainly 
follow Ins further residence in the State, contrary to its laws,” 
It is, however, out of his power to remove if he is disposed, as 
Airs. W. has been unable to leave the house lor the last eight 
months' and at this time is utterly unable to leave her bed. 
The Itev. John Thompson lias received a similar notice; and 
Col. Sanford has orders from the governor to see the law put 
in execution. 'The reason assigned ibr these proceedings 
against the Missionaries is, “ their opposition to the humane 
policy of the general government, for civilizing the Indians;” 
of which the Phenix says', “ May we be delivered from such 
civilization—we want nene of it.” Dr. Butler is already 
under an arrest, and the editor oi the Phenix understands, 
that arrangements are in progress to have Mr. Byhan removed 
from the Post-office at Spring Place. In addition to all this, 
the l’lienix has the following fetter from John Ridge, the 
Cherokee President, under date of Oov.gillogy, June 1st. 
“The Georgia Guard, under the command of Col. Nelson, 
are now here with ibur prisoners, Messrs. Elliot and Dennis, 
white men, citizens of this nation by marriage, and the Rev. 
Mr. Trott, also a white man, who are charged with a violation 
of the Georgia law, in living in this nation by its allowance 
and laws. The other is Mr. John West, a young gentleman, 
and a Cherokee, who is charged with the high crime of using 
insolent language to the Guard. These four 1 saw last night 
under guard, chained together in pairs and jaster.cd with locks. 
Mr. David Vann, a member of the Cherokee Senate, and 
Thomas Woodard, arc aiso arrested, but not chained, who are 
not allowed to know the reason oi' their arrest until they ar­
rive at head quarters, 70 or 89 miles from their respective resi­
dences. The Guard is still in pursuit of other men. They 
have a wagon along with them, in which they have a drum, on 
which they beat, and a fife to make martial music.”
Splendid Organ__ We were highly gratified last evening in
witnessing the opening of the superb Organ recently put up 
in St. Thomas’ Church, by Mr. Erben, the builder. This 
magnificent instrument is the largest ever built or used m the 
United States; its case is 35 feet high, 18 feet 6 inches wide, 
and 11 feet deep; it contains 28 stops, has 3 sets of key s, and 
pedal bass; the number of pipes contained in it are 1700; the 
largest pipe is 22 feet long and 21 by 18 inches cahbre, equal 
to 57 cubic feet. The case is superbly finished in the Gotiiic 
order, and the tones of the instrument, to say the least of 
them, we think have not been excelled by any other in this 
country—N. Y. Cour. §• Entp
The Black Astronomer.—In the year 1739, and for several 
years afterward, Benjamin Banneker, a black man of Mary­
land, furnished the public with an Almanac, which was exten­
sively circulated through the Southern States. He was a self- 
taught astronomer—and his calculations were so thorough and 
exact, as to excite the approbation and patronage of such men 
as Pitt, l'ox, Wilberforce, and other eminent men,—by whom 
the work was produced in the British House of Commons, as 
an argument in favor ot the mental cultivation of the blacks, 
with their liberation from their unholy thraldom.—Lynn Mir.
One of the most experienced physicians in Massachusetts 
has recently said, that in his opinion, fifteen thousand dollars, 
expended in the course of five years within that commonwealth 
in promoting the disuse of ardent spirits by means of the press, 
by public addresses and by private personal conversation, would 
relieve more actual suffering, than could he done by expending 
half a million in the usual way of relief. No doubt this opi­
nion is correct and true; as all will be convinced, who will 
take pains to compare the amount of poverty and suffering 
within their own knowledge, which has come from the use and 
abuse of ardent spirits, with the amount of what has proceed­
ed from all other causes.
Copperas__ About tw*o years since, a mine was discovered in
Templeton, Worcester county, and the lands adjacent, to tie 
amount of 200 acres, and immediately purchased by a company 
from Worcester. The company have erected suitable build­
ings, and have been at considerable expense in making ar­
rangements to manufacture the article extensively. 'They are 
now in the “full tide of successful experiment.” The ore 
produces about 75 per cent, of ti c pure articie. About six 
tons of ore has been found lying n one pit. The mine is 
supposed to be inexhaustible. Sufficient may be manufactur­
ed from it to upply the whole country.
We learn from unquestionable authority, that Sylvester 
"Wooley, the young man who was» last week convicted of an 
assault upon Prentiss Keys with intent to kill, was not Jong 
since a lecturer at Philadelphia in support of the principles [
--------- —________ __ , iwwnyy?i
W "cute .o AI.uln.-i
beaded “Lecture cn Heteicdoxy,” Thus it is (hat infidel 
principles lead to infamous crimes. Abolish the sense of re­
ligion in any community, and who would venture his life or 
property there a moment?
Planch's Sacred Philology and Interpretation__ We are bappv
to hear that so much of Dr. Planck’s large and valuable in”
Dr. Turner, 
pretatidn of Scrip­
tures in the General Theological Seminary of the Protestant
Episcopal Church in the United States__ -Episcopal Rcc.
Death of the Rev. John Philips--- This gelitleinun was one
oi the oldest clergymen in Virginia, and has long been exten­
sively respected and beloved as a devoted servant of Christ._
The manner of his death, as ulated in the Raleigh Register, 
was truly remarkable. It is stated that he was riding to
tion expired without a struggle. The first intimation given 
to Mrs. Philips, of the melancholy event, was by a passing 
stranger.
traduction to Theological Literature in general, as relates to !lt';dth is now goed, and thrt lie should not foil justifii 
Philology and Interpretation, is about to be given in an Eng- I turning—C/ir. Mirror. 
lish dress, to the American Church, by the Rev.
Professor of Biblical learning, and the inter r ts
Hie
The houses
. o i. . , . . .------'very build-
church in his gig, accompanied by his wife, and in thissitua- received more or less injury. All the materiel;, of the
Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road.—We are gratified in being i . ... ... - - . ----------
enabled to state that the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-Road was ' a”Ct’ U . 7 , , ? ,n * , ,,;anazlnt’> a military guard 
yesterday traversed by a train of cars, containing a numerous *' ? rt- ’■'“tboJ,6h building which they were in
company, from Baltimore to the
of twenty-six miles. The second
was on that occasion used for the first time by the public, re­
ceived and truly merited the highest encomiums.—Ralt. Amcr.
North-Carolina Gold.—We were on Tuesday, says the Na­
tional Intelligencer, shown a mass of virgin Gold, taken from 
a mine in Mecklenburg county, N. C. of about 7 by 4 inches 
superfice, perhaps 3-4ths of an inch thick, and weighing as we 
were told, 60 ounces. It was in the possession of a Balti­
more gentleman; and its value, wc were assured, was upwards 
of $1000.
We understand, says the Journal of Commerce, that the 
private disclosures made by Jeffers, alias Gibbs, the pirate, 
with regard to bis confederates, were communicated to the 
President of the United States some time since by the two in­
dividuals to whom they were made.
The Pennsylvania papers state, that the spotted caterpiller 
has committed great ravages in that State. Whole forests have 
been stripped of their leaves. Some* Horticulturists have sha­
ken them from trees and then tarred the trunks to prevent 
their ascending.
Mr. Tomei, late Minister of Mexico, has made a donation 
to the University of Maryland, of the FreliehEiiejtlopsedia in 
350 volumes, and in liis letter to the committee expresses his 
gratitude for the boundless marks of kindness with which the 
amiable people of Baltimore have honored him.
Hydrophobia__ Dr. Hamilton, after a laborious research,
fixes the 10th day after the infliction of the wound, as the 
earliest period at which this disease has appeared, and 19 
months as the latest. Between these periods the times of at­
tack arc very various—Merc.
Old Papers.—The last number of the Newport Mercury, 
completes seventy-three years since that paper was first pub 
lislied, (June 12, 1758,) by James Franklin, brother of Dr.
Franklin. The Mercury has two years the start of the Pro­
vidence Gazette, now united with the American, which was 
commenced in 1760 and will complete its seventy-first, year the 
20th July next.
Canal Tolls.—The total amount of tolls collected on the 
New-York state canals for the month of May, is two hundred 
and twenty thousand four hundred and ninety-one dollars. This 
is fifty-two thousand two hundred and sixteen dollars more 
than was collected in the same month last year—Alb. Aryus.
Liberal Donation__ The Propaganda at Rome have made a
donation of 10,000 dollars to the Rt. Rev. Dr. Dubois. Ca­
tholic Bishop of New-York, towards the establishment of a 
College in his diocese. Most of this sum has already been 
received.—National Gaz.
The sum collected in the borough of Norfolk, (Va.) and 
forwarded for the relief of the houseless sufferers by the late 
fire at Fayetteville, was twenty-five hundred dollars.
ECCLESIASTICAL.
Death of the. Rev. Mr. Douglas.—The Rev. Southerland 
Douglas, who left this country in June last, for Europe, on 
a voyage for his health, died in London, of a fever, on the 6th 
of May, after a few days confinement.
The Rev. Fitch W. Taylor, recently ordained Deacon, has 
been called to the charge of William and Mary Church, 
Charles county, Md. vacant by the removal of the Her. Chas. 
Mann to Christ Church, Alexandria—Epis. Rec.
FOREIGN.
Burman Mission----The Boston Watchman announces good
news from Burmah. The attention to religion is very pleas­
ing, as is the desire for religious tracts. Mr. Boardman’s 
health is so far restored, as to allow him to resume his labors 
at Tavoy. The Karens were delighted at his return; more 
than fifty immediately visited him- A number had requested 
baptism.
s from Bagdad, who were surprised to be* 
i him read in Hebrew, as was Mr. M. to hear from them that 
i the pronunciation which he had been taught at the Newton 
Seminary, rcscffiblcd that of the Jews at Bagdad. These 
i Jews were still looking for a Messiah to come,
Mr. Judson, having been requested by the Baptist Board 
1 to come to the United States, replied, that his former feeble 
d in re­
I’crrdie Explosion..— A Rio Janeiro paper of April I3tb 
contains an account of a violent thunder-storm which descend­
ed upon pert Allegro on the 11th of March. The rain fell in 
torrents, and the lightning struck in several place-. A pow­
der-house about .» league from the city, containing 87.5(5) 
pounds cf powder, was struck and blew' to atoms. T he ex­
plosion shook the whole city, like an earthquake.
on the margin of the river felt the shock most, and
powder-house were thrown to the distance of more than 200 
rods; the foundations were tom up, and not a tile or beam 
was left. 1 he woods in the immediate vicinity were swept 
down, and the largest trees torn up by the roots. At a di;.
Lrks ot ffiXnce F™1? particularly in the roof, not a single sob
1 division of the Road, which ‘ suH‘{ld anf lar™; ^e'yal cattle which hap-
, first time hv the nohlie P*"*1 t0 b° 1,Car Wlrt k’lled.-A. Y. Jour, of Com.
We learn from Edinburg, that the cx-king of France is 
in very embarrassed circumstances; no European power it 
willing to receive him at this moment, because no pow<*t 
wishes to come to a rupture with France. He must now ei­
ther quit Edinburg and England, or run the chance of being 
imprisoned tor debt. This humiliating idea torments the 
cx-king. His advocate however, has promised to obtain him 
some further delay. T he palace of Holy-rood is almost de­
serted. 'Hie cx-dauphiness is travelling in the South of 
Scotland; the dauphin is at Clangerry; the dutches* of Berry 
and her suite are at Bath; thus Charles X/andhis Chaplains 
are in solitude. [A late paragraph from the French papers 
says, that the Empcior of Austria has at length consented to 
his taking up his residence at Gratz, and has communicated 
this fact to the French Ambassador.]—[Boston Daily Adv.
Mrs. Hemans.—As the literary public generally, and many 
of our readers, especially the fairer portion of diem, feel an 
interest in the life of this gifted woman, the following particu­
lars respecting her, will probably be acceptable. She was in 
Liverpool on the 19th of April, from which port she was ex­
pected to sail in a few days for Dublin. She has chosen the 
latter city for her future residence. Recent travel,—the many 
attentions forced upon her time by her extensive correspond­
ence with the various celebrated publications of Europe, and 
the demands of cultivated society, had rendered the state of 
her health quite uncertain. No one has more correct notions 
of American life and character, than Mrs. Piemans. In the 
Red Men of the New-World—their present condition and 
future destiny, she manifests a deep and kindly interest. On 
this particular subject she has written with a pathos and beau­
tiful fidelity which have never been surpassed__ Phila. Gaz.
A poor blacksmith, an elector of Lanark, named Brodie, 
at the late election was offered by one of the parties 4.TOO0 
for his vote. He refused the offer and voted for the opposite 
candidate, Mr. Gillon. A friend of Mr. Gillon presented 
him with a handsome silver snuff box, in testimony of “his 
great admiration of this unrivalled instance of sterling worth, 
and incorruptible integrity.”
It is said that the decoration of the Legion of Honor is 
about to he conferred by the King of the French upon several 
distinguished strangers. Among other names, those of Sil* 
Walter Scott, Goethe, Cooper, Sismondi, Berzelius, B. Cor- 
menbach, Sir Astley Cooper, and Thornwaldsen, are men*, 
tioned.—N. Y. Amer.
Prince Talleyrand has been authorized to state to his Go­
vernment, that the British Cabinet hate refused to entertain 
the proposed to place the crown of Belgium on the head of 
Prince Leopold, and have left the affair entirely to the discre­
tion of his Royal Highness.
Despatch by the Railway—A dealer in Manchester was late­
ly in want of a particular lot of sugar. He wrote to his cor­
respondent in Liverpool by the 2 o’clock train, with the ne. 
cessary orders, and the sugars were in Manchester the samb 
evening.
Safety Steam Engine*,—The Society cP Encouragement of 
Paris has offered two premiums of two thousand francs each, 
to any Frenchman or foreigner, for improvements in steam 
engines and other boilers, tending to their safety.
Fashionable Hours—The London Atlas of May I, says—. 
“The breakfast to the Queen at Chiswick, cn Tuesday, took 
place at half past four in the afternoon!” “Green Peas from 
Paris were among the delicacies.”
Theatrical Improvements—A Mr. Fames, says a Liverpool 
paper, is amusing the Liverpudd.ean iovers of the drama, by 
“placing a real donkey, alive on the top of a ladder, and bal­
ancing the same on his own proper chin, without any decep­
tion,”
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POETRY.
FOOLS.
I saw a youth once take a spade,
And labor all the day
In throwing sunshine in the shade 
Upon a stack of bay.
Thought I, that youth’s a noble fool,
But greater fool is he
Who thinks he’ll do his stomach good 
By drinking constantly.
A man, I’ve often heard it told,
When I stood on boy’s legs,
Once killed a noble goose to get 
At all her golden eggs.
Thought I, he was a monstrous fool,
But greater fool is he
Who stakes his little all, for cue
Chance in a lottery. The Minerva.
The following neat Enigma has been ascribed to the late 
Mr. Canning, who, like Fox, Porson, and many other clever 
men, could occasionally indulge in literary trifling:—
There is a word of plural number,
A foe to peace and tranquil slumber;
Now any word you choose to take,
By adding s will plural make;
But if you add an s to this,
Strange is the metamorphosis,
Plural is plural then no more,
And sweet what bitter was before.
The solution is cures, which by an addition of s becomes caress.
MISCELLzYNY.
“ William Penn.”—Eminent as he was for mental endow­
ments, and for attainments in knowledge and piety, all his ex­
cellencies were veiled in humility, and softened by a benevo­
lence which attracted the affections even of strangers, and gave 
. am a power over the hearts even of the enemies of virtue. 
Tiie worldly-minded and the infidel were awed by his purity 
and charmed by the gentleness and urbanity of his manners. 
His integrity was an iron pillar, but the flowers of Heaven 
grew, and the l'ght of Heaven played continually around it. 
His life resembled a deep, clear, untroubled stream, regular, 
majestic, and uniform in its course; and long will the world 
exhibit the evidences of its purifying and refreshing influence. 
It was wonderful, that a man so feeble in health and quiet in 
spirit; who was never rash and never hasty; always ready to 
listen to others, and modest in expressing his own sentiments, 
should effect so much for the interests of mankind and the 
cause of God. But his mind was ever active, ever powerful. 
He labored for men as in the sight of God. He felt deeply 
the responsibilities of hi’ office, and relied daily upon the 
strength of the Almighty. His essays, published about a year 
since, on the rights of the Indians, and signed “ Wm. Penn,” 
are a glorious monument to his name. We saw him, (and we 
believe it was the last time) on the day which witnessed the 
decision of Congress that the Indians should be removed. In 
the morning, before the House of Representatives had assem­
bled, we met him at the Capitol. He spoke with emotion of 
the approaching crisis, and of his hopes and fears as to the re­
sult.— “ It is a solemn time; the question is of vast impor­
tance,” said he; “let us goto some unoccupied room, and 
implore the Divine wisdom and grace in behalf of those who 
are presently to do what must probably save or destroy our 
poor Indian brethren, and maintain or break the plighted faith 
of the nation.”—The writer consented, and united with this 
friend to his country and his race, in his fervent supplications. 
Again the writer saw him, after the vote was taken. His 
countenance spoke more than his words. Calm as usual, he 
yet appeared like one a'flicteffby some great personal calamity. 
His remark, according to our best recollection, was of this 
kind—“ It is done; but our national sin will be neither for­
gotten, nor go unpunished by God.”—Washington Spectator.
Gratitude in a Slave.—A lady residing at the Mauritius, 
many years ago, emancipated a slave whose good conduct and 
fidelity she w ished to reward; being in affluent circumstances, 
she gave him with his freedom, a sum of money which ena­
bled him to establish himself in business; and being very‘in­
dustrious and thrifty, he soon became rich enough to purchase 
a small estate in the country, whither he retired with his fami­
ly. Years passed away, and whilst he wasrapid’y accumulatin'* 
money, his former mistress was sinking into poverty; misfor­
tune had overtaken her, and she found herself in old age, poor, 
solitary, neglected, and in want of the common comforts of 
life. This mm heard of her unhappy condition, and imme­
diately came to the town and sought her out in her humble 
abode; with the utmost respect he expressed his concern at 
finding his honored lady in so reduced a state, and implored 
her to come to his estate, and allow him the gratification of 
providing for hey future comfort. The lady was much af­
fected at the feeling evinced by her old servant; but declined 
his offer: be could not, however, be prevailed on to relinquish 
his design: “My good mistress,” he said, “oblige me by ac­
cepting my services; Mfhen you were rich you were kind to 
me; you gave me freedom and money, with which, through 
God’s blessing, I have been enabled to make myself comforta­
ble in life, and now I only do my duty in asking you to share 
C?y property when you are in need.” His urgent entreaties
at length prevailed, and the lady was conveyed, in his palan­
quin, to the comfortable and well furnished apartments as­
signed to her by his grateful care; his wife and daughters re­
ceived her with the utmost respect, and always showed, by 
their conduct, that they considered themselves her servants. 
Deserted by those who had professed themselves her friends 
whilst she was in affluence, this good lady passed the remain­
der of her days in comfort and ease, amid those who had once 
been her dependants.—Recollections of Seven Years' Residence 
at Mauritius.
On the Charming of Serpents—“ They are like the deaf 
adder that stoppeth her ear; who will not hearken to the voice 
of the charmers, charming never so wisely.”—Psalm 58, 4, 5; 
or, as we read in the margin of our larger Bible, “be the 
charmer never so cunning.”
Mr. Chateaubriand mentions a circumstance which occurr­
ed whilst he was travelling in Upper Canada, that may tend 
to throw light on the expressions used in this passage. “ One 
day,” says l2e, “a rattle-snake entered our camp. Among us 
was a Canadian who could play on the flute, and who under­
took to divert us. On his going near the reptile, it coiled 
itself up, flattened its head, blew up its cheeks, drew up its 
lips, shot out its fangs, and showed its blood-red throat. Its 
eyes were like two flames, and its body swollen with rage, rose 
and fell like the bellows of a forge; its skin had a dull, scaly 
appearance, and its tail moved so rapidly as to appear like a 
dull vapor. When the Canadian began to play upon the flute, 
the serpent started with surprise, and drew back its bead. In 
proportion as it was affected with the music, its eyes lost their 
fierceness, the movements of its tail became slower, and the 
noise of its rattles gradually died away. It sunk in circles on 
the ground, its skin resumed its lustre, and slightly turning its 
head, it remained without motion, apparently fixed with at­
tention and pleasure. At this moment the Canadian advanced 
a few steps, producing with his flute sweet and simple notes. 
The reptile opened with its .head a passage through the long 
grass, and followed the musician, stopping as he stopped, and 
following as he went forward. In this way it was led out of' 
the camp, attended by a great number of both savages and ; 
Europeans, who could scarcely believe their eyes, when they 
witnessed the effect of music on this serpent.”
There are other established accounts of the power of music 
in attracting serpents, which are given by credible eye-witness­
es from the East-Indies, and which show that the figure used 
in the passage, is founded in fact__ Child's Magazine.
The Scorpion Spider—The most dangerous insect found in 
Georgia is the “Phalangum araneodides” of Linnaeus, or 
scorpion spider. It attains to a length of three inches, and 
so perfectly resembles the pider that the observer would 
not conceive it to possess any affinity with the scorpion. The 
body is oblong, of a greyish tint, somewhat approaching a light 
brown, and has a black spot in its centre. Its feet are long and 
delicate, Furnished with hair considerably longer than that 
with which the body is covered. On the palm of its hinder feet I 
are six small transparent scales which form a distinguishing 
characteristic of this species. Its head is terminated by two 
bladders, filled with poison, which extend nearly the length of 
the corselet, and each of them is armed with two sharp vertical 
fangs, by means of which the animal effects its bite, injecting 
into the wound a portion of the venom contained in the two 
receptacles,—The consequences of its attack are by no means 
unfrequently fatal; indeed, it would seem that, probably with 
the solitary exception of the rattle snake, there is no ani­
mal whose venom is so virulent as that of the scorpion-spider.
In a few seconds the swelling its bite occasions, spreads 
from the part attacked through the entire frame, and produces 
symptoms of the most violent inflamation; the whole mass of 
tlie blood partakes of the infection, and unless powerful reme­
dies are instantly applied, the unhappy sufferer is speedily re­
leased from his pains by the hand of death. The genuine ta­
rantula is a far less dangerous enemy; and many naturalists 
are of opinion, that much of what has been reported by an­
cient writers as to the effects of its bite is more correctly refera- 
able to the scorpion spider.—Athenaeum.
Early Instance of the Use of Cannon____ In the in­
fancy of the art of gunnery, the size of the ball to be launch­
ed was the chief object to which engineers addressed them­
selves ; and the uncertainty of aim, the unfrequency of dis­
charge, and the disproportionate expenditure of gunpowder, 
were disregarded, provided the m;ks hurled against the enemy 
was of sufficient gigantic dimensions. Of two mortars em­
ployed by Pisari, in the war Chiozea, one is said to have car­
ried a marble bullet weighing 140 pounds, the other, one of 
195 pounds. They were loaded and fired but once in each 
day, and if they struck their mark (a rare occurrence) the ef­
fect produced was, as may be imagined, most destructive__
Pietro Doria, the Genoese commander, happily, perhaps, for 
his fame, perished by one of these random shots. He was in­
specting his works at Brondolo, when the Campanile of the 
town, and a long line of rampart adjoining it were shattered 
by an enormous cannon-ball, and the ruin overwhelmed both 
him and his nephew.—Family Library.
Weeding—Sir John Sinclair observed that‘the importance 
of weeding is such, both to the individual and the public, that 
it, ought to be enforced by law. At any rate a regulation 
of police for fining those who harbor weeds, the seeds of which 
may be blown into their neighbor’s ground can have no injus- 
i tice in principle, ’
Public Disputations—I will not deny but some private 
conversations in the manner of dispute may have a tendency 
to. discover truth, when they are carried on without spectators 
without passion or party spirit; and that on this condition’ 
that on which side soever probability and truth appear, each 
of the disputants shall be ready to give up his own opinion, 
and surrender it to the force and evidence of reason. But 
when contests are so managed, that disputations are become 
public spectacles, and each of the combatants aims at nothing 
so much as always to conquer, and never to yield, it is impos­
sible that truth should ever be sought or found in this manner. 
It is much more likely that if she were present, she would 
withdraw herself from so profane and ill-deserving a rout of 
men. Truth is lost in such disputing. The genuine study 
of truth, which is true philosophy, is a serene and gentle 
thing, and may be compared to the’river Nile, that though it 
flows with a soft and placid stream, yet it renders the wliolo 
country fruitful, and carries more profit and plenty with it, 
than all the torrents and rapid rivers that pour down with 
noise and violence__ Dr. Watts.
Anecdote—About eight or nine years since, a celebrated 
Universalist preached in the court bourse at New Haven, and 
at the close of his sermon had some disputation with a clergy­
man of the city. After hearing the debate awhile, one of the 
audience took the liberty to ask the following questions. 
“ Rev. sir, is it oar duty to believe in the salvation of all 
men?” “Yes,” answered the preacher. Said the other, 
“Where shall we go when we die, if we do not believe it?” 
“ Go where vou have a mind to,” said the preacher, This 
powerfully affected the risible feelings of the audience, and 
broke up the meeting.
Beet Sucar.—Tt appears by the official returns that there 
are upwards of 100 Beet root sugar works in France, which 
threw off in 1830, 8,920,000 lbs. of beautiful crystallized Su­
gar. There have been eight Treatises published in France 
within a fe.v years on the subject. There are five large es­
tablishments near Calais, where most of the operations are 
conducted by steam power.
Singular Calculation.—A celebrated menagerie-keeper 
has made a calculation that the different wild animals now ex­
hibited in various parts of Europe, consist of 225 Lions, 230 
Tigers, 302 Leopards, 470 Panthers, 80 Wild Cats, 76 Wild 
Bulls, 67 Elephants, 10 Rhinoceros, 1400 Bears, 2700 
Wolves, 78 Rattlesnakes, 1010 Hyenas and 96 Crocodiles, 
and that if they were all let loose in a wood, 50,000 men 
would with difficulty, render themselves masters of them.
The “Latitat Family.”—A Correspondent calculates, 
from official documents, the number of barristers at 1,132, 
whose fees constitute nearly 25 percent, of the whole expenses 
of law suits; conveyances and pleaders, 142; London attor­
neys, 2,732; total number of “gentlemen learned in the law” 
in England and Wales, 13,348, being 453 more than .were on 
the list of January, 1830. For the 10 years ending in 1830. 
the attorneys paid in duties on articles of clerkship, admis­
sions, and yearly certifications, nearly one million one hundred 
thousand pounds sterling!
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